Equity Reset Toolkit
Implementation Support
Work with Pivot Learning and UnboundEd to Re-envision Instruction Through Equitable Systems
As you prepare for back-to-school, Pivot Learning and UnboundEd can help you plan for the re-launch of instruction and for
equitable interventions to help all students recover learning lost this spring. COVID-19 highlighted and deepened existing inequities
in access to high-quality learning and instruction. In this moment, districts can not only respond to the needs resulting from
disruptions last spring, but re-envision how their systems support educational equity. Working together, we can help you reverse
longstanding gaps and create a new path forward.
Our free Equity Reset Toolkit provides the steps and resources to build a data-driven, equitable learning recovery plan that
re-envisions what access to grade-level instruction looks like for every student. The toolkit will help you identify the district systems
that support student growth and achievement in the fall as you reopen schools. As organizations that share your commitment to
educational justice, Pivot Learning and UnboundEd can partner with your district to implement the actions outlined in the toolkit.
This will enable you to establish new systems for equitable ELA and math instruction for in-person, remote, or blended learning.

Gather Data & Insights for
Equitable Learning Recovery
DOWNLOAD TOOLKIT

Partner with Us to Create Your Plan

Pricing

Want assistance completing the steps in our Equity Reset Toolkit? We will
work remotely alongside district leadership to facilitate data collection,
guide data analysis, and make customized recommendations to help
district teams develop an equitable learning recovery plan based on your
stakeholders’ unique insights.

$60,000
 10-week contract, including 1 week of planning &
preparation, 9 weeks of direct support

We will:

 Work will begin in August/September and end in
October/November

 Lead weekly virtual meetings to keep your team on track

 The district will commit a cross-functional team of
5-10 people for the duration of the contract, with
the full team joining meetings and engaging in work
between the meetings

 Guide the 2-3 months of equitable learning recovery research and
analysis outlined in the Equity Reset Toolkit
 Deliver actionable, customized recommendations for building an
equitable learning recovery plan for ELA and math to support student
and teacher needs, including:
• Instruction and intervention materials
• Professional learning
• Supports for priority students
• District systems

 Recurring learning sessions with UnboundEd and Pivot experts for your
district leadership team on equitable instruction and high quality
assessments for learning

Eligible for CARES
Act Learning Loss
Funding in
Summer/Fall 2020

For more information about working with us to implement our Equity Reset Toolkit,
contact curriculum@pivotlearning.org to talk with a consultant.

pivotlearning.org | unbounded.org
Pivot Learning refers to both Pivot Learning and our subsidiary, the
Consortium on Reaching Excellence in Education (CORE).

